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Total Cable Solutions Partners With AFCOM

Springboro, OH – November 11, 2015 – Total Cable Solutions (TCS) announces a Strategic 
Partnership with AFCOM. The AFCOM name is a trusted brand for its relevance and passion for 
serving the data center industry. TCS likewise is trusted by data center professionals as a 
structured cabling company with a passion for quality and service. The partnership is born out of 
a relationship that TCS has been building with AFCOM for several years.

Total Cable Solutions has been a loyal and invested partner with AFCOM through sponsorship of 
Data Center World conferences, advertising in various publications and participation in their local 
AFCOM chapter. As AFCOM has evolved to be an effective resource to the ever-changing data 
center industry TCS has sought to meet the challenges of a growing, changing industry with 
innovative and forward-thinking technology to simplify solutions to data center problems.

“TCS is always meeting customers’ needs with innovative solutions and products such as our new 
Universal LC Elite™, and every time we have brought a new product to a Data Center World 
show we’ve seen great interest and enthusiasm by attendees as well as AFCOM personnel. In fact 
every time we’ve expanded our partnership with AFCOM we have grown as a company which is 
what prompted TCS to enter this Strategic Partnership.” Charles Hoskins - CEO, Total Cable 
Solutions

There is a synergy in the cooperation between TCS and AFCOM. AFCOM is an organization that 
operates to support data center professionals in many ways. With thought-leading research from 
the Data Center Institute, publications such as Data Center Management Magazine, local chapter 
meetings, regional symposia and global events like the Data Center World Conference and Expo. 
Total Cable Solutions reinforces best practices in the industry with an open approach to data 
center connectivity by offering high quality, non-proprietary products. TCS also publishes white 
papers, holds education sessions, and produces helpful video content that all help to address the 
cabling challenges data center managers deal with daily.  Both partners are excited to see the 
growth and change that this new relationship will bring.

About Total Cable Solutions (TCS)
Total Cable Solutions is a structured cabling company, specializing in complete end-to-end cabling solutions. Our 
services include: assessment, design and implementation of data center infrastructure, professional project management 
and 10G, 40G, and 100G connectivity solutions. TCS provides quality products including fiber and copper patch cords 
and panels, pre-terminated multi-fiber trunk cables, solutions for field termination, custom fiber patch panels and more. 
Our ultimate goal is to serve our customers’ needs with quality products, ongoing education and professional services 
with expedited delivery to our OEMs, VARs and distributors. For more information, visit 
www.TotalCableSolutions.com.

About AFCOM 
AFCOM (http://www.AFCOM.com) advances data center professionals by delivering comprehensive and vendor-
neutral education and peer-to-peer networking to its members around the globe. Through forward-looking research by 
Data Center Institute, publications including Data Center Management Magazine, local chapters, regional symposiums, 
and major events like Data Center World, AFCOM supports thousands of data center professionals in their career 

http://www.afcom.com/


advancement. In serving the greater data center industry for more than 30 years, AFCOM has earned recognition as the 
marketleader in connecting the data center community.
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